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Sold Unit
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4/39 Ocean Street North, Bondi, NSW 2026

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: Unit

ZAC RABIN 
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COOPER MOORESSIPOS

0404351124
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Contact agent

This gorgeous 2-bedroom apartment set among the trees in a quiet Bondi pocket is a serene coastal sanctuary, boasting

leafy outlooks from every room and a large LUG, steps to bustling Bondi Rd and minutes to the iconic beach. Peacefully

positioned at the rear of the building, this 1st floor security abode features timber flooring and a breezy open layout, the

generous living/dining space flowing to a sunroom, perfect as a WFH space or study nook. The spacious kitchen features

stone benchtops and plenty of streamlined storage, with direct access to the dining space, and a handy servery to the

living room.  The two light-filled double bedrooms enjoy access to a sunlit rear balcony, the main with extensive walk-in

wardrobe, while the roomy bathroom offers separate bath and shower. The over-sized LUG includes plenty of storage

space, and leads to a convenient private laundry room connecting to the shared drying area at side-of-house. Ideally

located just footsteps to Bondi Rd and its bustling community of shops, cafes, and fitness studios, with easy access to

Bondi Junction and the world-famous beach, this apartment is perfect as-is, with plenty of scope for personal updates.

Excellent for those seeking a relaxed coastal lifestyle, and an astute investment chance in this ever-popular Bondi

neighbourhood.  - Breezy 2-bedroom coastal haven with LUG - 1st floor security building, 136sqm (approx.) - Leafy

outlooks from every room, wood floors - Spacious living/dining with handy sunroom - Large kitchen w/ stone benches,

ample storage - Seamless flow between kitchen/living/dining - 2 double bedrooms open to sunlit rear balcony - Main

bedroom with extensive walk-in wardrobe - Over-sized LUG connects to private laundry room - Steps to Bondi Rd,

transport, minutes to beach - Coveted Bondi pocket, suit coast-lovers/investors 


